CREATOR Z17

Formed by Beauty and Performance, introducing the new Creator Z17. It comes in a gorgeous Lunar Gray and CNC uni-body chassis and is ready to take on the day.

- 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i9 processor
- Up to NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3080 Ti Laptop GPU
- 17" QHD+ (2560*1600), 165Hz, True Pixel DCI-P3 100% Touch panel
- Cooler Boost Trinity+: 3 Fans, 5 Heat Pipes, 0.2mm Fan Blades
- MSI Pen Touch
- 90 Whr, 0.748in

CREATOR Z16P

Based on its people-centric design philosophy, the Creator Z16P combines rounded and fluid form with sleek edges, merging both postmodernism designs on its appearance of the product.

- 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i9 processor
- Up to NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3080 Ti Laptop GPU
- 16" QHD+ (2560*1600), 165Hz, True Pixel DCI-P3 100% Touch panel
- Vapor Chamber Cooler: The larger thermal capacity reduces the noise and temperature, keeping performance stable.
- MSI Pen Touch
- 90 Whr, 0.748in

CREATOR Z16

Beauty and Performance. Meet the new Creator Z16. It comes in a gorgeous Lunar Gray finish on a CNC unibody chassis and is more than capable of handling performance-intensive tasks.

- 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processor
- Up to NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3060 Laptop GPU
- 16" QHD+ (2560*1600), 120Hz, True Pixel DCI-P3 100% Touch panel
- Cooler Boost Trinity+: 3 Fans, 5 Heat Pipes, 0.1mm Fan Blades
- miniLED Per key RGB Backlight Keyboard
- 90 Whr, 0.63in

CREATOR M16

Meet the new Creator M16 comes with performance and design. Experience what it means when Technology meets Aesthetics.

- 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processor
- NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3050 Ti Laptop GPU
- 16" QHD+ (2560*1600), 60Hz, True Pixel DCI-P3 100%
- Cooler Boost Trinity+: 2 Fans, 4 Heat Pipes
- 180° Hinge Design
- White keyboard with Anti-Ghost key and 1.7 mm key travel